Abstract. The differential study of electronics for rear-wheel drive was studied recent years, the output speed is the system variables and the PID control strategy is the base, system strategy for rear-wheel drive was designed and differential system was simulated. Results show that through the calculation and adjustment of the speed, electronic differential control system can ensure the inside and outside vehicle wheel speeds keep basically constant in steering, so that the electronic differential for rear-wheel drive can be realized.
Introduction
The electric vehicle research is widely recognized and attended by the society from all walks of life with its growing advantages. The development road of electric vehicle in instead of traditional vehicles is more and more wide [1] . It is not only the change of power supply comparing with the traditional automobiles, electric drive automobiles become an important direction due to the various advantages. At present the study of rear-wheel electric drive has two aspects: one is the adaptive differential design, but the adaptive technology in the drive efficiency and the control strategies is limited because of its special motor design. Another one is rear-wheel drive differential design which uses differential control method [2, 3] . The differential control system for the rear-wheel drive automobile is designed and the method is introduced.
Differencial system structure
From figure 1, the whole structure is shown and its strategy is mainly to control the differential drive when in turning. Hardware parts of the whole automobile include: the wheel in steering, accelerator and brake pedal, displacement sensors, the vehicle controller and motors. The total controller accepts all signals and automobile speed. The vehicle controller gets the distribution between angle in turning and each wheel speed according to the differential strategy, and then adjusts motor speed so as to control inside and outside wheel speed when steering. Fig. 1 Differencial system structure Fig. 2 Rear-wheel drive steering structure diagram
The electronic differential principle
By reading references we know that differential is based on its theory, the vehicle controller controls the turning speed of the driving wheel so the wheel can obtaining corresponding rotational speed when in turning and then it can implement differential steering. The electric vehicles must ensure the wheel does not skid when driving in turning in the paper, and that is to say the wheels rolling distance is equal to the wheel heart parallel moving distance. The control strategy is that the instructions provided by steering wheel, accelerator pedal and the brake pedal are transmitted to the displacement sensor and are converted to analog signals, at last they are input to vehicle controller. Rotation speed that vehicle needs is transmitted to the controller to realize differential control.
The theoretical analysis
We can get the automobile steering structure diagram from figure 2 according to the Ackermann theory model and the geometrical relationship [4, 5] . The steering angle  is when the automobile in turining
Among them:  is the steering angle; L is the body length, R is the steering radius.
The two front wheel in
 are respectively the front axle inside and outside wheel steering angle; W is the body width. The two front wheel speed in
Among them: in  , out  are respectively inside and outside speed of front wheel; in R , out R are respectively corresponding steering radius; T  is time rotating for a circle.
Among them:  is the motor speed. Put formula (4) into (3)
Among them: in  , out  are the variables related to the speed and the steering angle.
Electric vehicle dynamics model
From figure3, we can get the wholer drive dynamics equation ignoring the suspension characteristics and considering the longitudinal velocity x  and lateral velocity y  , the dynamics equation is 
The differential strategy
The paper adopts independent double motor driving and they are on the two sides of the wheels which can form a certain speed difference when the wheel in turning. When  > 0, the left side motor speed drops and the right is greater ; when < 0, the right side motor speed drops and the results are in turn. We can get the control strategy flow diagram from figure 4 using PID method [6] .
The analysis results
The differencial system is simulated and we can see the most parameters of the automobile model from table1. In this model, we assume the wheel is turning left and  is on in the case of the  unchanged, the curves of the two vehicle speeds and the curves of internal and external rotation speed ratio are as shown in figure 7, figure 8. We can get that the increase of two wheel rotational speeds basically keep pace with the increase of the vehicle speed, the internal and external rotation speed ratio basically remain unchanged. 
Conclusion
The differential method is studied and motor output speed is as control variable, we established differential system and put forward control method and simulated the model using MATLAB. The results prove through the calculation and adjustment of the speed, electronic differential control system can ensure the inside and outside vehicle wheel speeds keep basically constant in steering, that means it can realize electronic differential for rear-wheel drive.
